0. Introduction. In a problem on surface area the writer and Helsel 1 were confronted with the following question. Can a Lipschitzian transformation from a set in a Euclidean three-space into a Euclidean three-space be extended to a Lipschitzian transformation defined on the whole space? The affirmative answer to this question has been given by Kirszbraun. 2 In fact, Kirszbraun shows this result for any Euclidean spaces (see also Valentine). 8 In studying these papers the writer noted that a more general extension problem could be formulated and a different method of proof to the problem could be obtained. To formulate the more general problem we first give some definitions.
Let M be a metric space, the distance between two points pu p^ÇzM being denoted by p\pi. Let <P(ildT) be the class of real-valued continuous functions g{t) t 0^/< oo, which satisfy the conditions: (a) g(0) =0, (b) g(t) >0 for />0, (c) for any finite number of points po, pu
]&£y is positive. Let g(/)£^P(Jlf). A transformation p*~<j>(p) from a set E in M into a metric space M* will be said to satisfy the condition C(g) on E if, for every pair of points pu p*£E, P*P*^g(pip2), where pt^^ipi), i = l, 2. We shall say that </>(p) can be extended to a set £', EC.E'CM, preserving the condition C(g) if there exists a transformation p*=$(p) from E' into M* which satisfies the condition C{g) on E' and is equal to <f>(p) on E.
In this paper we prove the following result. Let M be a separable metric space and let g(J)£<P(ilf). Then any transformation from a set E in M into a Euclidean space which satisfies the condition C(g) on E can be extended to M preserving the condition C(g).
We give two examples to illustrate this result. We shall use the vector notation x to represent a point in a Euclidean w-space E n , and we shall denote by |#i-x 2 \ the distance between two points xu #2. Thus the function g(f)=Lt, L>0, is in <P(E n ) and the results of Kirszbraun follow as a special case of the results of this paper. Schoenberg 4 has shown that the function g(t)=Lt a , L>0, 0<a^l, is in <PCE"). Thus a transformation from a set in a Euclidean space into a Euclidean space which satisfies a Lipschitz-Hölder condition (L>0, 0<a^l) can be extended to the whole space preserving this same Lipschitz-Hölder condition.
1. Preliminary remarks. In this section we give some well known concepts and lemmas for a Euclidean w-space E n -A set is called convex if the line segment joining any two points of the set is in the set. If £ is a closed convex set and xQ.E, then there is a unique point #*££ which is closest to x. (Since E is closed there is one such point. If there were two, the midpoint of the line segment joining them would be in E and closer to x than either of them. PROOF. Since |;y-ff| St\x 0 -x\ +(1-/)|x 0 *-#| » t^l, it is sufficient to prove that \x 0 * -x\ < \xo -x\ for all x££. Assume there is a point Xi££ for which \x Q * -xi\ ^ |#o -#i| • Then the numbers a= |#o-x 0 *|, b=\x 0 -xi\, c=|#o* -Xi\ satisfy the inequalities a<b ^c and the number /* = (a 2 +c 2 -b 2 )/2c 2 satisfies the inequalities 0<**<l/2. Thus the point x = t*Xi+(l-t*)x Q * is in E and |x 0 -*| 2 = |xo-tfo*| 2~" t* 2 c 2 <a 2 , contradicting the assumption that x* is the point of E closest to # 0 . (2.5) -2u (**/ ~~ X dijjdCj ^ 0.
A t,7=»l
Since a tJ -= by = 0 for i =7, the £»'s are non-negative and at least two of the Ci s are different from zero, it follows from (2.5) that b%-\ 2 a%*z0 for some pair of integers i, j with i^j. For this pair of integers \Si,jûK i*j, we have «(^^«al^-^M-tSaX^-X^^y) 1 . Hence X^l. Thus a point x Q at which /(x) assumes a minimum satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
